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Abstract. In this paper, we introduced a definition of edge domination set using strong 
edges and edge independent sets of intuitionistic fuzzy graphs. We determine the 

domination number )(Gγ  and edge domination number )(' Gγ  for several classes of 
intuitionistic fuzzy graphs and the relation between them are discussed. Also we introduce 
a regular dominating set and regular independent set in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs with 
suitable illustrations.  
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1. Introduction 
The study of dominating sets in graph was introduced by Ore and Berge in 1962. The edge 
domination was introduced by Arumugam and Velammal [1]. The edge domination 
problem has many applications in resource allocation, network routing and encoding 
theory problems [1, 3]. Somasundaram and Somasundaram [17] introduced the concept of 
domination in fuzzy graphs and obtain several bounds for the domination number. 
Domination in fuzzy graphs using strong edges was discussed by Nagoorgani and 
Chandrasekaran [8]. Parvathi and Thamizhendhi [12] introduced dominating set, 
domination number, independent set, total dominating and total domination number in 
intuitionistic fuzzy graphs. Research work of several investigators [4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 15, 16] 
have motivated us to develop the different types of domination in intuitionistic fuzzy 
graphs. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries and in section 
3, an edge domination number and edge independent number of an IFG is defined using 
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strong edges. Section 4 deals with properties of edge domination in IFGs and the relation 

between domination number )(Gγ  and edge domination number )(' Gγ . Finally, we 
introduced regular dominating set and regular independent set in IFG in section 5.  
 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1. [10] An intuitionistic fuzzy graph (IFG) is of the form EVG ,=  said to 

be a minmax IFG if 
(i) },...,,{= 21 nvvvV  such that [0,1]:1 →Vµ  and [0,1]:1 →Vν , denote the degree 

of membership and non-membership of the element Vvi ∈  respectively and 

1)()(0 11 ≤+≤ ii vv νµ , for every ),1,2,...,=(, niVvi ∈  

(ii) VVE ×⊆  where [0,1]:2 →×VVµ  and [0,1]:2 →×VVν , are such that  

)](),([min),( 112 jiji vvvv µµµ ≤ , )](),([max),( 112 jiji vvvv ννν ≤ , 

denotes the degree of membership and non-membership of the edge Evv ji ∈),(  

respectively, where 1),(),(0 22 ≤+≤ jiji vvvv νµ , for every .),( Evv ji ∈  

For each intuitionistic fuzzy graph G , the degree of hesitance(hesitation degree) 
of the vertex Vvi ∈  in G  is )()(1=)( 111 iii vvv νµπ −−  and the degree of hesitance 

(hesitation degree) of an edge Evve jiij ∈),(=  in G  is )()(1=)( 222 ijijij eee νµπ −− .  

Definition 2.2. [11] An IFG, ),(= EVG  is said to be complete IFG I  

))(),((min=),( 112 jiji vvvv µµµ  and ))(),((max=),( 112 jiji vvvv ννν  for  every 

., Vvv ji ∈   

 
Definition 2.3.  [11]  An IFG, ),(= EVG  is said to be strong IFG if 

))(),((min=),( 112 jiji vvvv µµµ  and ))(),((max=),( 112 jiji vvvv ννν  for every 

.),( Evv ji ∈   

Definition 2.4. [11] The complement of an IFG, ),(= EVG  is an IFG, ),,(= EVG  
where   

    1.  ,= VV   

    2.  )(=)( 11 ii vv µµ  and )(=)( 11 ii vv νν , for all ,,1,2,= ni …   

    3.  ),())(),((min=),( 2112 jijiji vvvvvv µµµµ −  and  

),())(),((max=),( 2112 jijiji vvvvvv νννν −  for all .,1,2,=, nji …   

  
Definition 2.5. [7] The neighbourhood degree of a vertex is defined as  

))(),((=)( vdvdvd NNN νµ  where  

 ).(=)(    )(=)( 1
)(

1
)(

wvdandwvd
vNw

N
vNw

N νµ νµ ∑∑
∈∈
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 Definition 2.6. [8] Let ),(= EVG  be an IFG. Then the degree of a vertex iv  is defined 

by ),(=))(),((=)( 21 KKvdvdvd iiiG νµ  

where ),(=)(= 21 ji
jvivi vvvdK µµ ∑ ≠

 and ),(=)(= 22 ji
jvivi vvvdK νν ∑ ≠

  

Definition 2.7. [8] An intuitionistic fuzzy graph ),(= EVG  is said to be a ),( 21 KK

-regular if ),(=)( 21 KKvd iG  for all Vvi ∈  and also G  is said to be a regular 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph of degree ),( 21 KK .  

Definition 2.8. [12] An intuitionistic fuzzy graph ),(= EVG  is said to be a bipartite if 

the vertex set V  can be partitioned into two non empty sets 1V  and 2V  such that   

1.  0=),(2 ji vvµ  and 0=),(2 ji vvν  if 1),( Vvv ji ∈  or .),( 2Vvv ji ∈   

2.  0>),(2 ji vvµ , 0<),(2 ji vvν  if 1Vvi ∈  or 2Vv j ∈ , for some i  and j , (or) 

0=),(2 ji vvµ , 0<),(2 ji vvν  if 1Vvi ∈  or 2Vv j ∈ , for some i  and j , (or) 

0>),(2 ji vvµ , 0=),(2 ji vvν  if 1Vvi ∈  or 2Vv j ∈ , for some i  and j .  

Definition 2.9. [12] A bipartite intuitionistic fuzzy graph ),(= EVG  is said to be 

complete if ))(),((min=),( 112 jiji vvvv µµµ  and ))(),((max=),( 112 jiji vvvv ννν  for 

all 1Vvi ∈  and 2Vv j ∈  and is denoted by 
2,1 VVK .  

Definition 2.10. [12] If GVvv ji ⊆∈, , the µ -strength of connectedness between iv  

and jv  is }1,2,...=|),({=),( 22 nkvvsupvv ji
k

ji µµ ∞  and ν -strength of connectedness 

between iv  and jv  is }1,2,...=|),({=),( 22 nkvvinfvv ji
k

ji νν ∞ . 

If vu,  are connected by means of paths of length k  then ),(2 vukµ  is defined 

as )},...,,(|),()...,(),(),({ 1211232221212 Vvvvvuvvvvvvvusup kk ∈∧∧∧ −−µµµµ  and 

),(2 vukν  is defined as  

)},...,,(|),()...,(),(),({ 1211232221212 Vvvvvuvvvvvvvuinf kk ∈∨∨∨ −−νννν .  

Definition 2.11. [12] An edge ),( vu  is said to be a strong edge if ),(),( 22 vuvu ∞≥ µµ  

and ),(),( 22 vuvu ∞≥νν .  

Definition 2.12. [12] Let ),(= EVG  be an IFG on V . Let Vvu ∈, , we say that u  

dominates v  in G  if there exists a strong edge between them.  

Definition 2.13. [12] A subset S  of V  is called dominating set in G  if for every 
SVv −∈ , there exists Su ∈  such that u  dominates v .  

Definition 2.14. [12] A dominating set S  of an IFG is said to be minimal dominating set 
if no proper subset of S  is a dominating set.  
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Definition 2.15. [12] Minimum cardinality among all minimal dominating set is called 
vertex domination number of G  and is denoted by )(Gγ .  

Definition 2.16. [12] Let ),(= EVG  be an IFG, then the vertex cardinality of V  is 

defined by 






 −+
∑ ∈ 2

)()(1
|=| 11 ii

Viv

vv
V

γµ
 for all Vvi ∈ .  

Definition 2.17. [12] Let ),(= EVG  be an IFG, then the edge cardinality of E  is 

defined by 






 −+
∑ ∈ 2

),(),(1
|=| 22

,

jiji

Ejviv

vvvv
E

γµ
 for all Evv ji ∈),( .  

3. Edge domination in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs 
The concept of edge dominaton in graphs was introduced by Arumugam and Velammal in 
1988 and further edge domination and independence in fuzzy graphs is studied by 
Nagoorgani and Prasanna devi. 

We refer to [12] for the terminology of dominaton in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs. 

Definition 3.1. Let ),(= EVG  be an IFG. Let ie  and je  be two adjacent edges of G . 

We say that ie  dominates je  if ie  is a strong edge in G .  

Definition 3.2. A subset S  of E  is called a edge dominating set in G  if for every 
SEe j −∈ , there exists Sei ∈  such that ie  dominates je .  

Definition 3.3. An edge dominating set S  of an IFG is said to be minimal edge 
dominating set if no proper subset of S  is an edge dominating set.  

Definition 3.4. Minimum cardinality among all minimal edge dominating set is called 

edge domination number of G  and is denoted by ).(' Gγ   

Definition 3.5. The strong neighbourhood of an edge ie  in an IFG G  is  

jjis eGEeeN |)({=)( ∈  is strong edge and adjacent to ie  in G  }  

Example 3.1. Consider an IFG, ),(= EVG , such that },,,,,{= 654321 vvvvvvV  and 

)}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{(= 16645453433221 vvvvvvvvvvvvvvE  

 
Figure 1: 
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Here },{ 41 ee , },,{ 521 eee , },{ 52 ee , },,{ 742 eee , },{ 76 ee  are minimal edge dominating 

sets of G  and 0.7=)(' Gγ .   

Definition 3.6. Let 'E  be a subset of edge set E . Then the node cover of 'E  is defined 

as the set of all vertices incident to each edge in 'E .  
  

Definition 3.7. Two edges ie  and je  are said to be edge independent in an IFG 

),(= EVG  if )( jsi eNe ∉  and )( isj eNe ∉ .  

  
Definition 3.8. A subset S  of E  is said to be an intuitionistic fuzzy edge independent set 
of an IFG G  if any two edges in S  are edge independent.  

  
Definition 3.9. An edge independent set S  of G  in an IFG is said to be maximal 
independent if for every edge SEe −∈ , the set }{eS ∪  is not independent.  

  
Definition 3.10. The minimum cardinality among all maximal edge independent set is 

called edge independence number of G  and it is denoted by )(' Gβ .  
  

Definition 3.11. An edge in IFG G  is called an isolated edge if it is not adjacent to any 
strong edge in G .  

  
Example 3.2. Consider an IFG, ),(= EVG , such that },,,,{= 54321 vvvvvV  and 

)}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{(= 15145442433221 vvvvvvvvvvvvvvE  

 
Figure 2: 

Here },{ 31 ee , },{ 41 ee , },{ 42 ee , },{ 52 ee , },{ 53 ee , },{ 75 ee , },{ 26 ee  are maximal 

edge independent sets of G  and 0.75=)(' Gβ .   
  

Definition 3.12. If all the edges are strong edge in an IFG then it is called strengthened 
IFG.  

  
Theorem 3.1. Node cover of an edge dominating set of an IFG G is a dominating set of G. 

Proof: Let 'V  be the node cover of an edge dominating set D  of G . We have to prove 

that 'V  is a dominating set of G . 

Suppose 'V  is not a dominating set. Then there exists atleast one vertex u  which 
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is not dominating by the elements of 'V  i.e. 'V  does not contain any vertex from .)(uN s  

Then D  does not contain any strong edge which dominates ),( ivu  for all 

)(uNv si ∈ . 

Hence D  is not an edge dominating set of G . This is a contradiction. Therefore 
node cover of an edge dominating set of an IFG is a dominating set of G.  

  
Theorem 3.2. Let G  be an IFG without isolated edges and there exists no edge Eei ∈  

such that DeN is ⊆)( . If D  is a minimal edge dominating set, then DS −  is an edge 

dominating set, where S is the set of all strong edge in G. 
Proof: Let D  be a minimal edge dominating set of an IFG G . Suppose DS −  is not an 
edge dominating set. Then there exists atleast one edge Dei ∈  which is not dominated by 

DS − . Since G  has no isolated edges and there is no edge Eei ∈  such that 

DeN is ⊆)( , ie  is adjacent to atleast one strong edge je  in S . Since DS −  is not an 

edge dominating set of G , DSe j −∉ . Hence De j ∈ . 

Therefore }{ ieD −  is an edge dominating set which is contradiction to the fact 

that D  is minimal edge dominating set. 
Thus, every edge in SE −  is dominated by an edge in DS − . 
Therefore DS −  is an edge dominating set.  
  

Theorem 3.3. An edge independent set of an IFG having only strong edges is a maximal 
edge independent set if and only if it is edge independent and edge dominating set. 
Proof: LetS be an edge independent set of an IFG having only strong edges. 

SupposeS is a maximal edge independent set of G . Then for every SEei −∈ , 

the set }{ ieS ∪  is not an edge independent set. ie., for every SEei −∈ , there is an edge 

je  such that ).( isj eNe ∈  Thus,S is an edge dominating set of G  and also it is a edge 

independent set ofG . 
Conversely, SupposeS is both edge independent and edge dominating set of G . 

We have to prove thatS is maximal edge independent set having only strong edges. 
SinceS is an edge dominating set of G , it has only strong edges. Assume that S  

is not a maximal edge independent set. Then there exists an edge Sei ∉  such that 

}{ ieS ∪  is a edge independent set, there is no edge in S  belonging to )( is eN  and 

therefore ie  is not dominated byS . 

HenceS cannot be an edge dominating set of G , which is a contradiction. Hence 
S is a maximal edge independent set ofG having only strong edges.  

  
Theorem 3.4. Every maximal edge independent set in an IFG G  having only strong 
edges is a minimal edge dominating set of G . 
Proof: LetS be a maximal edge independent set having only strong edges of an IFG G . 
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By Theorem 3.3,S  is an edge dominating set of G . 
SupposeS is not a minimal edge dominating set of G . Then there exists an edge 

Sei ∈  such that }{ ieS −  is a edge dominating set. Then atleast one edge je  in 

}{ ieS −  is in )( is eN . This contradicts the fact that S  is an edge independent set of G . 

HenceS is a minimal edge dominating set of G .  
  

Theorem 3.5. Node cover of a maximal edge independent set of an IFG having only strong 
edges is a dominating set of G . 
Proof: Let S  be a maximal edge independent set of an IFG G  having only strong edges. 

Let 'V  be the node cover of S . By Theorem 3.4, Every maximal edge independent set 

having only strong edges is a minimal dominating set of G . Then 'V  is a node cover of a 
edge dominating set of an IFG G . By Theorem 3.1, node cover of an edge dominating set 

of an IFG G  is dominating set of G . Hence 'V  is a dominating set of G .  
  

Theorem 3.6. Every complete IFG is strengthened IFG. 
Proof: Let ),(= EVG  be a complete IFG. 
By definition of complete IFG 

))(),((=),( 112 vuminvu µµµ  and ))(),((=),( 112 vumaxvu ννν , for all Vvu ∈,  

Suppose G  has atleast one non strong ),( vu  edge then 

),(<)( 22 vuuv ∞µµ  and ),(<)( 22 vuuv ∞νν  
which implies that 

))(),((<),( 112 vuminvu µµµ  and ))(),((<),( 112 vumaxvu ννν , for some ., Vvu ∈  

This contradicts our assumption that G  is complete IFG. Thus, every edge in complete 
IFG is a strong edge. 

Hence every complete IFG is strengthened IFG.  

Corollary 3.7. Every strong IFG is a strengthened IFG  

Corollary 3.8. Every self complementary IFG is a strengthened IFG  

Corollary 3.9. Every complete bipartite IFG nnK , is a strengthened IFG  

Theorem 3.10. Let ),(= EVG  is an IFG and if G  is both regular and edge regular 

IFG then ),( 22 νµ  is a constant function 

Proof: Assume that G  is both regular and edge regular IFG 
By definition of regular IFG, 

),(=))(),((=)(             21 KKvdvdvd iiiG νµ  Vvi ∈∀          

By edge regular IFG, 
),(=))(),((=)(          21 llvvdvvdvvd jijijiG νµ  Evv ji ∈∀ ),(         

where )(2)()(=)( 2 jijiji vvvdvdvvd µµµµ −+  Evv ji ∈∀ ),(        

)(2=                  2111 jivvKKl µ−+  
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2
=)(          1

12

l
Kvv ji −µ  Evv ji ∈∀ ),(        

and )(2)()(=)(   2 jijiji vvvdvdvvd νννν −+  Evv ji ∈∀ ),(        

)(2=                  2222 jivvKKl ν−+  

2
=)(          1

22

l
Kvv ji −ν  Evv ji ∈∀ ),(        

Hence ),( 22 νµ  is a constant function.  
  

Note 1. Let ),(= EVG  be a complete IFG with ),( 22 νµ  as a constant function and if 

G  is ),( 21 KK  regular IFG then 
1

=)( 1
2 −n

K
vv jiµ  and 

1
=)( 2

2 −n

K
vv jiν   

.),( Evv ji ∈∀   

Theorem 3.11. Let ),(= EVG  be a self complementary IFG. Then G  is a ),( 21 KK  

edge regular IFG if and only if G  is also ),( 21 KK  edge regular IFG 

Proof: Since ),(= EVG  is a self complementary IFG. 

)))/2(),(((=),(       112 jiji vvminvv µµµ and )))/2(),(((=),( 112 jiji vvmaxvv ννν  

Vvv ji ∈∀ ,    

By the definition of complement, 

),())(),((=),(       2112 jijiji vvvvminvv µµµµ −  

and ),())(),((=),( 2112 jijiji vvvvmaxvv νννν −  Vvv ji ∈∀ ,    

Therefore )))/2(),(((=),( 112 jiji vvminvv µµµ  

and )))/2(),(((=),(        112 jiji vvmaxvv ννν  Vvv ji ∈∀ ,    

Hence ),(=),( 22 jiji vvvv µµ  and ),(=),( 22 jiji vvvv νν  

Now ))(,)((=)( jijijiG vvdvvdvvd νµ  

)()(=)(        22 jk
ik

Ejvkvki
jk
Ekvivji vvvvvvd µµµ ∑∑

≠
∈

≠
∈ +  

)()(=                   22 jk
ik

Ejvkvki
jk
Ekviv vvvv µµ ∑∑

≠
∈

≠
∈ +  

)(=)(              jiji vvdvvd µµ  

Similarly )(=)( jiji vvdvvd νν  

Therefore )(=)( jiGjiG vvdvvd  Evv ji ∈∀ ),(    

Hence G  is ),( 21 KK  edge regular IFG if and only if G  is also ),( 21 KK  edge regular 
IFG.  
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4. Relation between domination number )(Gγ  and edge domination number )(' Gγ  
of an IFG 
Notation 1. Let )( nKP  be the number of edges in minimum edge dominating set of .nK   

Lemma 4.1.
2

=)(
n

KP n , when n is even. 

Proof: It can be easily verified that 1=)( 2KP  and 2=)( 4KP . 

When 6=n , consider 6K . Let },...,{=)( 15216 eeeKE  and if )( 61 KPe ∈  then )( 1vN  

and )( 2vN  constitute 9  edges and since 15=)( 6KE  the remaining 6  edges are in 

induced graph of ],,,[ 6543 vvvvG  which is clearly 4K . But 2=)( 4KP . 

)(1=)( 46 KPKP + )(11=          2KP++ 111=          ++ (3 times) 

When 8=n , consider 8K . Let },...,{=)( 28218 eeeKE  and if )( 81 KPe ∈  then 

)( 1vN  and )( 2vN  constitute 13  edges and since 28=)( 8KE  the remaining 15 

edges are in induced graph of ],,,,,[ 876543 vvvvvvG  which is clearly 6K . But 

3=)( 6KP . 

)(1=)( 68 KPKP + )(11=          4KP++ 1111=          +++ (4 times) 

Similarly, consider nK2 . Let },...,{=)( 22212 nnn eeeKE
−

 and if )( 2ni KPe ∈  

then )( ivN  and )( jvN  constitute 34 −n  edges and since 1)(2=)( 2 −nnKE n  the 

remaining 352 2 +− nn  edges are in induced graph of ],....,,[ 2221 −nvvvG  which is 

clearly 22 −nK .  

)(1=)( 222 −+ nn KPKP )]([11=           42 −++ nKP

)](1[11=           62 −+++ nKP )] 1)(( 1...1[11=           timesn −++++  

nKP n =)( 2  

Hence 
2

=)(
n

KP n , when n is even.  

Lemma 4.2.
2

1
=)(

−n
KP n , when n is odd.  

Proof: It can be easily verified that 0=)( 1KP  and 1=)( 3KP . 

When 5=n , consider 5K . Let },...,{=)( 10215 eeeKE  and if )( 51 KPe ∈  then 

)( 1vN  and )( 2vN  constitute 7  edges and since 10=)( 5KE  the remaining 3 edges 

are in induced graph of ],,[ 543 vvvG  which is clearly 3K . But 1=)( 3KP . 

)(1=)( 35 KPKP + )(11=          1KP++ ) 1(21=          times+  

When 7=n , consider 7K . Let },...,{=)( 21217 eeeKE  and if )( 71 KPe ∈  

then )( 1vN  and )( 2vN  constitute 11 edges and since 21=)( 7KE  the remaining 10 
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edges are in induced graph of ],,,,[ 76543 vvvvvG  which is clearly 5K . But 2=)( 5KP . 

)(1=)( 57 KPKP + )(11=          3KP++ 111=          ++ (3 times) 

Similarly, consider .12 −nK Let },...,{=)(
13222112 +−− nnn eeeKE  and if 

)( 12 −∈ ni KPe  then )( ivN  and )( jvN  constitute 54 −n  edges and since 

132=)( 2
12 +−− nnKE n  the remaining 672 2 +− nn  edges are in induced graph of 

],....,,[ 3221 −nvvvG  which is clearly 32 −nK .  

)(1=)( 3212 −− + nn KPKP  

         )](1[11= 72 −+++ nKP )] 2)(( 1...1[11=           timesn −++++  

1=)( 12 −− nKP n  

Hence 
2

1
=)(

−n
KP n , when n is odd.  

  
Lemma 4.3. If ),(= EVG  is a complete IFG then )()(=)( nmnm KPKPKP ++ .  

Proof: 
 Case (i) When m  and n  is even 

)()(=
22

=
2

=)( nmnm KPKP
nmnm

KP +++
+ . 

 
Case (ii) When m  is odd and n  is even 

)()(=
22

1
=

2

1
=)( nmnm KPKP

nmnm
KP ++−−+

+ .  

  
Remark 4.1. The above result is not true where m  and n  is both odd.  

  

Lemma 4.4. For any complete IFG nK , 
4

1)(12
=)(

n

n

n
KP

−+−
. 

Proof: To prove 
4

1)(12
=)(

n

n

n
KP

−+−
, we use the method of induction. 

Case (i) when n  is odd 
For 1=n , 0=)( 1KP  ∵      1K  is a single vertex. 

Assume that the result is true for all 12= +mn , we have to prove for 32= +mn . 

m
m

KP
m

m =
4

1)(124
=)(     

12

12

+

+
−+−+

 

)()(=)(     21232 KPKPKP mm +++  ( By Lemma 4.3)  

1=)( 11)2( +++ mKP m . 

Hence )( 32 +mKP  is true. 

Case (ii) when n  is even 
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For 2=n , 1=)( 2KP  ∵      2K  is an edge. 

Assume that the result is true for mn 2= , we have to prove for 22= +mn . 

m
m

KP
m

m =
4

1)(14
=)(

2

2

−+−
 

)()(=)( 2222 KPKPKP mm ++  ( By Lemma 4.3)  

1=
4

1)(14

4

1)(14
=)(

22

1)2( +−+−+−+−
+ m

m
KP

m

m . 

Hence )( 22 +mKP  is true. 

Hence the proof.  
  

Lemma 4.5. If 
4

1)(12
=)(

n

n

n
KP

−+−
 denote the number of edges in minimal edge 

dominating set of complete graph nK  then   

    1.  )(=)( 1 nn KPKP + , when n  is even  

    2.  1)(=)( 1 ++ nn KPKP , when n  is odd  

Proof: 
(i)  When n  is even 

4

1)(11)2(
=)(

1

1

+

+
−+−+ n

n

n
KP

4

1)(1)2(
=             

nn −+−
 

)(=             nKP  

Hence )(=)( 1 nn KPKP + , when n is even. 

(ii) When n  is odd 

1
4

1)(12
=1)( +−+−+

n

n

n
KP

 4

41)(12
=            

+−+− nn
 

4

221)(12
=            

++−+− nn

4

2111)2(
=            

+−−+n
 

4

111)2(
=            

+−+n

       4

1)(11)2(
=            

1+−+−+ nn
 

)(=            1+nKP  

Hence 1)(=)( 1 ++ nn KPKP , when n is odd.  

Theorem 4.6. For a complete IFG G  with 2≥n  vertices 

����� = � �2 ����,			�	is	even� − 12 ����,			�	is	odd� 
where )(Gγ  and )(' Gγ  is the minimum cardinality of the vertex and edge dominating 
set. 
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Proof: Let ),(= EVG  be a complete IFG with 2≥n . By Theorem 3.6, G  is 

strengthened IFG. If we choose an edge ),( vu  then it will dominate all the edges incident 

to u  and v . The set of edges ),( ji vu  where no two of them has a vertex in common 

forms a minimal edge dominating set. Minimum cardinality of edge dominating set is 

)(' Gγ . Since G  is complete IFG, minimum cardinality of vertex dominating set will be 

only one vertex and it is )(Gγ . 

      If n  is even, then )( nKP  contains 
2

n
 edges. ( By Lemma 4.1) )(' Gγ  is the 

sum of minimum cardinality of 
2

n
 edges and )(Gγ  is a minimum cardinality of a vertex. 

Since G  is complete IFG, the edges associated with )(Gγ  will have minimum 
cardinality. 

    Hence the sum of minimum cardinality of edge dominating set )(
2

)(' G
n

G γγ ≤ . 

    Similarly, if n  is odd, then )( nKP  contains 
2

1−n
 edges (By Lemma 4.2) and 

)(
2

1
)(' G

n
G γγ −≤ . 

Hence the result. 

Theorem 4.7. If ),(= EVG  is a complete IFG then )(<)( ' GG γγ  if 3>n  

Proof: Assume that ),(= EVG  is a complete IFG. Then every edge in G  is strong 

edge. )(Gγ  is the minimum cardinality of a vertex. 

By Lemma 4.4, )( nKP  contains )
4

1)(12
(

nn −+−
 edges. 

)(' Gγ  is the sum of minimum cardinality of )
4

1)(12
(

nn −+−
 edges. 

If 3>n  then )(' Gγ  contains more than one edge. 

Hence )(<)( ' GG γγ .  

Note 2. Let ),(= EVG  is a complete IFG with ),( 11 νµ  as constant function and 3=n  

then .)(=)( ' GG γγ  

Note 3. If G  is edge regular IFG with ),( 11 νµ  as constant function the G  is edge 
regular IFG.  

Remark 4.2. If )(Gγ  and )(' Gγ  is domination number and edge domination number of 

an IFG with 3>n  then   
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    1.  )(<)()(
2 '' GGG
n

γγγ ≤ , n  is even  

    2.  )(<)()(
1

2 '' GGG
n

γγγ ≤
−

, n  is odd.  

Theorem 4.8. Let ),(= EVG  be a self complementary IFG then .)(=)( '' GG γγ  

Proof: Since G  is self complementary IFG. 

Every edge in self complementary IFG is a strong edge and ),(=),( 22 jiji vvvv µµ  and 

),(=),( 22 jiji vvvv νν . 

Also G  is isomorphic to G . 

Therefore minimum cardinality of edge dominating set of G  and G  remains same. 

Hence .)(=)( '' GG γγ   

Theorem 4.9. Let ),(= EVG  be a complete bipartite IFG nnK ,  and if G  is both 

regular and edge regular IFG then )()
22

(=)(' G
n

n
G γγ −

 

Proof: Given ),(= EVG  be a complete bipartite IFG nnK ,  then every edge in G  is a 

strong edge. Assume that G  is both regular and edge regular IFG. By Theorem 3.10, 
),( 22 νµ  is a constant function then the vertex domination number ),(=)( 2 vunG µγ  

and the edge donmination number ),(2)(2=)( 2
' vunG µγ − . 

Hence )()
22

(=)(' G
n

n
G γγ −

.  

5  Regular domination in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs  
Definition 5.1. Let ),(= EVG  be an IFG. A set S  subset of V  is called regular 
intuitionistic fuzzy dominating set if   

    1.  every vertex in SV −  is adjacent to some vertex in S   
    2.  all the vertices in S  has the same degree  

Example 5.1. Consider an IFG, ),(= EVG , such that },,,,,{= 654321 vvvvvvV  and 

)}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{(= 655441633221 vvvvvvvvvvvvE  

 
Figure 3: 
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Definition 5.2. The minimum cardinality of regular intuitionistic fuzzy dominating set is 
called regular intuitionistic fuzzy dominating number and denoted by 0.8=)(Grifγ   

Definition 5.3. A set S  subset of V  is called minimal regular intuitionistic fuzzy 
dominating set if   

    1.  Any subset of S  is not a intuitionistic fuzzy dominating set  
    2.  all the vertices of S  have the same degree  

Definition 5.4. An independent set S  of an IFG ),(= EVG  is said to be regular 

independent IFG if all the vertices of S  has the same degree  

Definition 5.5. A set S  is maximal regular independent set if for every vertex SVv −∈  
the set }{vS ∪  is not regular independent set  

Example 5.2. Consider an IFG, ),(= EVG , such that },,,{= 4321 vvvvV  and  

)}.,(),,(),,(),,{(= 14433221 vvvvvvvvE  

 
Figure 4: 

 Here },{ 31 vv , },{ 42 vv  is a regular independent set. 

  
Theorem 5.1. A regular independent set is a regular maximal independent set of an IFG if 
and only if it is regular independent and regular dominating set. 
Proof: Let S  be a regular maximal independent set in an IFG, then for every ,SVu −∈  

the set }{uS ∪  is not an independent set. ie., for every SVu −∈ , there is a vertex 

Sv∈  such that u  is adjacent to v . Thus, S  is dominating set of G  and also regular 
independent set of G . Hence S  is regular independent and regular dominating set. 

Conversely, Suppose S  is both regular independent and regular dominating set 
of G . We have to prove that S  is regular mximal independent set. Assume that S  is not 
a maximal independent set. Then there exists a vertex Su∉  such that }{uS ∪  is an 

independent set, there is no vertex in S  adjacent to u  and therefore u  is not dominated 
by S . 

Hence S  cannot be a dominating set of G , which is contradiction. Hence S  is 
maximal independent. Thus S  is regular maximal independent set.  

 
Theorem 5.2. Every regular maximal independent set in an IFG G  is a regular minimal 
dominating set of G . 
Proof: Let S  be a regular maximal independent set in an IFG. By Theorem 5.1, S is 
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regular dominating set of G . Suppose S  is not a minimal dominating set of G. Then 
there exists atleast one vertex Sv∈  such that }{vS −  is dominating set. Then atleast 

one vertex in }{vS −  is adjacent to v . This contradicts the fact that S  is regular 

independent set of G . Hence S  is regular minimal dominating set of G .  
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